Kloster lends charm
to the dainty things
you crochet for Baby

Women who use Kloster for crocheting have special pleasure
and satisfaction with it because it lends itself so well to the
making of things which ought to be noticably dainty.

In making pretty things for Baby you will find that Kloster
enhances your deftness. And this is true, too, when you crochet
yokes, edgings and collars for yourself.

At every "crochet klatch" you will find that your friends use
Kloster because of the dainty effects they secure with it and also
because its lustre and lasting qualities are superior.

The dainty things that are made of Kloster do not lose their
beauty in the laundry.

Many a woman who formerly crocheted "just for pastime"
has found that Kloster converted her work into art. Kloster
lends beauty and daintiness to things that would be commonplace if made with other materials.

How to get FREE instructions
for experts and beginners

Present this announcement to your dealer. He will give
you FREE our latest crochet folders—No. 360, illustrating 15
latest and daintiest Baby Designs, with all stitches shown—or
No. 333, illustrating 25 new designs for yokes and edgings. If
your dealer cannot supply you, send us his name and for each
of the folders enclose three 2-cent stamps.

SPECIAL OFFER

If you are unable to obtain Kloster from your dealer
write to us direct, enclosing 30c for three full-sized
10c trial balls of Kloster Cordineet or Perle—add 12c
(stamps) and receive our two latest folders.

The Thread Mills Company
219 West Adams Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

KLOSTER
CROCHET AND EMBROIDERY COTTONS
"White that stays white—colors that last"
CLEAN, HEALTHY SKIN NEEDS NO COSMETIC

Constant use of Pears' Soap does more than simply remove the visible dirt. It keeps the delicate pores free from impurities and thus removes the principal cause of bad skin, roughness, redness and pimples—even the harmful effects of inferior soaps.

Pears' SOAP

is the purest soap known to the art of soap making—cleanses most thoroughly, is refreshing and invigorating; ideal, even for the most sensitive skin.

Pears' Soap lasts longer—costs less and is the most economical toilet soap you can use.

Send for Trial Cake

SPECIAL OFFER

For a generous trial-size cake of Pears' Unscented Soap send your address and 4c in stamps to cover mailing cost, to Walter Janvier, United States Agent, 457 Canal Street, New York City.

A. & F. PEARS, Ltd.
The largest manufacturers of high-grade toilet soaps in the world

"All rights secured"

OF ALL SCENTED SOAPS PEARS' OTTO OF ROSE IS THE BEST
Save 50 Cents

If your subscription for Home Needlework Magazine expires with this issue, renew it for two years and save 50 cents. The price for one year is 75 cents—or send $1.00 and we will mail Home Needlework to your address, anywhere in the United States, for the next two years. Two-year price for Canada, $1.50. Two-year subscriptions mean less clerical work for us. You get the saving. Cut out this Order Blank, pin a dollar bill to it and mail now.

Home Needlework Magazine,
Dept. 11, Southgate Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen: For the enclosed $1.00 (1.50 in Canada) please send Home Needlework Magazine for the next two years to the address below.

Name...........................................................................................................
St. & No.................................................................................................
City......................................................................................................... State.................................
Write plainly please.

Money Saving Club Offers for Home Needleworkers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magazine</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Offer Price</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Housewife</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To-day's Magazine</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People's Home Journal</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCall's Magazine</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCall Pattern</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladies' World</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Designer</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Priscilla</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial Review</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother's Magazine</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman's Home Companion</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Etude (music)</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To-day's Magazine</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Housewife</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People's Home Journal</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCall's Magazine</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To-day's Magazine</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People's Home Journal</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladies' World</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Priscilla</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Needlework</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above offers are good only in the United States. Foreign subscriptions extra. Write for rates.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO

HOME NEEDLEWORK MAGAZINE, Dept. 11, Southgate Bldg., BOSTON, MASS.

Even if you are at present a subscriber for any of these magazines, send your order just the same and we will extend your subscriptions from present expiration dates.
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CENTREPIECE WITH CROCHET EDGE IN ROSE DESIGN

For directions, see page 44

Design No. 1610-1. Materials for making set, one centerpiece, six plate and six tumbler doilies. Twenty-five spools linen thread No. 50, and a steel crochet-hook No. 10, $4.50. Ivory-white linen, 45 inches wide, $1.00 a yard.
Rose Luncheon Set in Crochet

By Viola Shadbolt

AFTER finishing the crocheted edge, lay it flat on the linen to get the exact size of the centre. Cut the circle about one-eighth of an inch larger than the inside edge of the crochet, and sew with fine stitches to the crochet.

For description of stitches, see page 40.

Rose Medallions.—Chain 6, and join in a ring with a sl st. 1st round—ch 9, * 1 t in ring, 3 ch. * Repeat 6 times from * to * until there are 8 spaces (the last 3 ch fasten in the 6th st of the first 9 ch).

2nd round—ch 6, 5 d t over ch below, 1 ch, * 6 d t over ch below, 1 ch. * Repeat from * to * 6 times and join with a sl st in ch of 6 at the beginning of the round. 3rd round—ch 6, 1 d t in ch of 6 of preceding round, 1 d t on d t in each of the next 4 d t, 2 d t in last d t of group below, (making a group of 8 d t), 4 ch, * 8 d t on next 6 d t (making as before, 2 d t on both the first and last d t). * Repeat from * to * 6 times. Join. 4th round—ch 6, 1 d t between each d t of preceding row, making 7 d t in all and keeping the first 2 st of the first d t on the needle with the last one of each remaining d t, throw the thread over and draw a loop through the 7 d t (this is sometimes called a group treble). Chain 8, fasten in centre of 4 ch group with sl st *. Repeat from * to * 6 times, making ch 8 instead of ch 6 as at beginning. Fasten thread and break.

Make 10 roses for the plate and 7 for the tumbler doilies. Join them at 2 points, leaving 4 points at the top and 4 at the bottom, in the following manner: When making the last round of the second rose, after chaining 4 of an 8-ch group, join [continued on page 36]
Nightgown with Crochet Trimmings

By Edith Courtney

FOR description of stitches and directions for filet crochet, see page 40.

By using the material mentioned the meshes will work 7½ to an inch. The yoke may be made larger or smaller by using coarser or finer thread.

Yoke. 1st row—ch 32 sts, 1 t in 8th st from hook, ch 2, 1 t in 3d st from 1st t, ch 2, skip 2 on 1st ch, 1 t in next st, until there are 9 spaces. Chain 5 to turn at end of each row. 2d row—4 sp, 1 bl, 4 sp. 3d row—3 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 3 sp. 4th row—2 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 2 sp. 5th row—1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp. 6th row—2 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 2 sp. 7th row—3 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 3 sp. 8th row—4 sp, 1 bl, 4 sp. ch 32 sts. 9th row—Make 9 sp on 32 ch and 9 sp above 8th row. 10th row—4 sp, 1 bl, 8 sp, 1 bl, 4 sp. 11th to 16th rows—Repeat design twice and add 32 sts at end of 16th row. 17th row—On 32 sts make 9 sp, 18 sp. 18th to 24th rows—Make three designs like rows 2 to 8. At end of 24th row add 32 sts. Continue making 4 designs in row. At end of 33d row add 32 sts and make 5 designs in row. At end of 42d row drop 9 sp. Repeat 4 designs in row. At end of 50th row drop 9 sp. Repeat 3 designs in row. At end of 58th row drop 9 sp. Repeat 2 designs in row. At end of 60th row drop 9 sp. Finish front of yoke by 1 design.

Turn yoke and crochet across 9 sp, making 6 designs for shoulder. Turn and add 8 designs for back, making 9 across. Make 5 designs for other shoulder and fasten to front.

Crochet 1 row of sp around top and add edge. [Concluded on page 30]
A Variety of Christmas Gift Suggestions
For the Home Needleworker

The girl who makes her own Christmas gifts, or at least the majority of them, will find that among her girl friends, fancy bags never lack appreciation.

The butterfly-bag is made of tan poplin. This is a very soft material, very easy to embroider upon. The bag is made of a piece of material eighteen by thirty-six inches. Lay the piece flat, then fold up the ends as marked, and make a narrow seam. This, when held up in position, will form a double bag. Make a deep hem at the top, then a line of running stitches to form a casing for the draw ribbons.

The butterflies are worked on both sides of the bag and are yellow, blue, black, green and brown. The leaves are worked solid in green and the flower petals in blue, with yellow centres. The body of the butterfly is black with a yellow line between the sections. The edge of both wings is outlined with black, the solid section on the outer edge of one being in the lightest shade of brown. The solid spots on the surface of the wings are of two shades of brown, with a yellow spot near the tip of each wing. A color diagram will be sent with each pattern.

The second bag measures ten by twelve inches. This is made flat, with the design on one side only. The outside is green linen with a lining of rose-pink linen. The rather bold design is in pink and green with just a touch of black in the flower centres. Work the leaves solid across and the flower petals from the centre to the outside. Outline the stems very closely with black.
TOWELS and — towels!  
And what wonderful possibilities in that one word. For, just so many kinds and sizes are there, just so many ways of embroidering are there.

Initial marking is a general favorite, the possibilities in this really having no limit. Only three suggestions are offered on this page.

The first towel is made of plain twenty-two-inch huckaback. The ends are finished with large, even scallops, which are padded and buttonholed. The loops between the scallops are made as the work progresses. Work the first scallop and a short distance on the second one, then carry the thread back to the first scallop an equal distance from the corner, over and back again, making three threads, over which work button-holing, and continue with the next scallop. Be sure this loop is entirely free from the linen, as the linen is afterward to be cut away. The flowers of the wreath are worked solid, taking the stitches from the centre to the outside. Make an eyeclet in each flower centre and three on each side of the wreath. Work the bow-knot solid and the lines in stem-stitch.

The Turkish towel has a plain oval and bow-knot. Use a one and one-half-inch script letter.

The work is all done solid, working very carefully on the Turkish parts of the towel, as it is

[CONCLUDED ON PAGE 34]
HANDKERCHIEFS of all kinds have long been recognized as a popular Christmas gift, and naturally, hand embroidery increases their value.

The five grouped at the top of the page are stamped on twelve-inch hemstitched handkerchiefs, so all that will be necessary will be to work the dainty embroidery design in one corner.

The design in the upper left-hand corner has the ribbons in French knots in lavender with the tassels made of single stitches taken the entire length of the short stamped line. Work the letter in satin-stitch.

The design below is worked in pink, green, and yellow, each section being worked solid with the exception of the dots between the petals, which are French knots.

The centre design is quite unusual having three small sprays of flowers with a butterfly above. Make the flower petals of pink French knots with centres worked solid in yellow. The leaves and stems are green. Work the butterfly wings in yellow with the spots and body in black. The design in the upper right-hand corner is in pink and green, with the flowers, leaves, and letter worked solid and the dots in French knots. Special care should be used in working these small letters.
Towels Trimmed with Crochet Add Variety

The crochet used on the first towel may easily be worked from the block pattern shown on the opposite page, following closely the general directions for filet crochet given on page 40.

See page 40 for description of stitches.

Crochet the six squares, then darn in pattern in two shades of blue. Now with the right side of lace towards you, make 5 double crochet in each space all around squares. Then with one strand of the light shade of blue embroidery cotton, make one double crochet in each double crochet taking up back thread of stitch only. Do this along one edge of lace only. Baste the lace in place across end of towel and with white embroidery thread buttonhole the lace to the towel, taking stiches through the double crochet stitches on top edge of lace. Cut material away in back of lace and overcast the edges to the back of towel.

The narrow band across the other end is made by following the narrow block pattern. Darn between the blocks as shown. This band is used as an insertion.

Towel with Crochet Band
No. 1616-16

The scallops may be made in any size, although the large ones are preferable. These are easily made by dividing the towel end into equal parts, then marking around a plate. Turn the edge once and baste close to fold. 1st row—Make ch and whip on to scallop. 2d row—d in each ch st. 3d row—Same as 2d row. 4th row—d into first 8 d, ch 10 and catch back into 1st d, cover ch with 18 d. 5th row—12 d in 12 d on scallop, * ch 6, catch back into 5th d from end, cover ch with d, 4 d on side of scallop. This completes one scallop. Skip 2 d at base of next scallop, 10 d in next 10 d; repeat from *.

The insertion is made by following the block pattern shown below the towel. See general directions for filet crochet on page 40. Work four leaves, then measure...
this length on the opposite side of the towel in order to find the space allowed for letters in the centre. In order to work these perfectly accurate it is advisable to block out the letters on cross-stitch paper so the same number of spaces may be made between the letters.

The last part of the insertion should be worked from right to left of the block pattern.

**Narrow Edge**

Chain 8, join with sl st. 

1st round—ch 6, t d t in ring, (ch 3, t d t in ring), 6 times, ch 3, join in 3d st of 6 ch with 1 sl st. 2d round—ch 2, 4 h t in next till you have 5 sts, and the ch of 5, which represents the 1st of the 6 sts required for the star point, thread over hook, draw

sp, 1 h t in top of d t, 4 h t in next sp, 1 h t on d t; repeat around, join to 2d st of 2 ch with sl st. 3d round—ch 5, put thread over hook twice, insert hook in same st where 5 ch began, thread over and draw through, thread over and draw through 2 sts, ch 1, you now have 3 loops on hook, thread over twice, insert hook in next st, draw a loop through, thread over and draw through 2 sts, thread over and draw through 2 more, 5, miss 2, 1 sl st in 3d st; repeat

through all the sts except 2, thread over and draw through last 2, make 1 tight st to fasten, then ch 7, thread over twice, insert hook in next st; repeat as in last point, until you have 7 sts, and finish the same as in first point, ch 7, and repeat until you have an 8-pointed star, join the last 7 ch in top of 1st point. 4th round—ch 2, 11 h t in next sp, 1 h t in next point of star, 1 h t in next sp, 1 h t in next point; repeat around and join with sl st in first point. 5th round—ch 5, fasten with sl st in 3d st of preceding round, ch

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 33]
Colored Embroideries

With Crochet

for the

Living Room

By Evelyn Desguin

Embroidery combined with crochet makes most interesting pieces for the living-room. And the crochet, to be most effective, should be made of a heavy material.

The linen used is an écru Art crash, especially adapted to this character of work. The threads are somewhat uneven and loosely woven, so it is very easy to embroider the design upon it.

The strips of crochet are made in true filet, the general directions for which will be found on page 40. With these, the design may be worked out from the illustration. The foundation chain is of 36 stitches. Where the crochet is joined to the linen, turn a single narrow hem and work close double crochet (see page 40). Join with needle and thread or with slip-stitch. The crochet is used on the front of the pillow only and the entire length of the centre of the scarf.

Around the outside edge of the scarf

Finish the Edge with Picot Loops

Design No. 1610-17a. Size, about 20 x 62 when finished. Stamped écru Art linen, 90 cents, or given for two subscriptions, of which your own may be one, and 20 cents. Embroidery cotton, 25 cents extra, or silk, 80 cents extra. Ecru carpet-warp, one reel, 50 cents. Packing and postage, 10 cents extra. Steel crochet-book No. 3, 10 cents. Perforated pattern of one motif, 15 cents; transfer pattern, four motifs, 15 cents. A color scheme will be sent with each pattern of the two designs shown on this page.
make a picot edge. Work double crochet, as on the plain edge, for twenty stitches, then chain 5, catch back in the fourth stitch and over this chain 5 work 7 d. Continue with the double crochet and picots. On the corners make larger picots. A pretty finish for the scarf would be to make tassels and fasten one in each of these large picots on the three corners.

Fill the surface of the other half of the leaf with tiny seed-stitches. These are made by taking successive rows of running-stitches, having the stitches of one row come opposite the spaces of the previous row.

All of the small spots are worked solid, using blue and green. The flower centres are solid in yellow. The lower half of

The embroidery is done in green, yellow, and two shades of blue. As shown in the illustration, work one-half of the larger leaves in satin-stitch. This should first be padded a very little. Take the stitches somewhat slanting, and continue around the opposite side of the leaf, working in outlining. Make these outline-stitches very close and even, giving a cabled effect. To do this, join each stitch to the preceding one.

the larger petals is worked solid in the darker shade of blue, the edge is outlined in the same shade and the surface filled with seed-stitches. The three upper petals are worked solid on the top, the edges outlined and the surface left plain. These are in the lighter shade of blue. Make the pillow up plain, placing a strip of silk beneath the crochet. This may be either brown, blue, or green. The centrepiece is finished on the edge with buttonholing.
Some Narrow Crocheted Edges in White and Color

ANY of these edges and insertions may be made narrower or wider by using finer or coarser thread, thus adapting them for use on various materials and articles. For description of stitches see page 40.

Edge No. 1610-19

Directions.—The upper part is made first and then the scallop is added.
Chain 30 sts. Turn, and in the 7th from the hook make a d. (ch 5, skip 2, d in the next) 8 times. 2d row—ch 7, turn, 2 d under the first 5 ch, (ch 5, 2 d under next 5 ch) 8 times. Repeat the 2d row 8 times more.

For the next row, ch 5, 2 d in the first 5 ch, (ch 2, 2 d in next 5 ch) 8 times. For the next row, ch 3, turn, 29 t—1 in each st of the last row.

With Fringe for Sofa Pillows and Scarf Ends

Next row, ch 5, turn, skip 2 t, 2 d in next 2 t, (ch 5, skip 2 t, 2 d in next 2 t) 7 times—making 8 loops of 5 ch. Repeat from the 2d row until the lace is the desired length, then break the thread.

For the scallop, fasten the thread at the right side of the first row of t, ch 9, fasten with sl st at the left of the row of t, ch 3, fasten in 2d loop by sl st, turn, 15 t under the 9 ch, fasten in 2d loop on the right side, ch 3, join in 3d loop, turn, t with 2 ch between in each t in the scallop, join in next loop on the left side, ch 3, join in next loop, turn. The next row is of cross treble made thus: over twice, take a st in first t, over and through 2 sts, over and take a st in the next t, crochet all the sts off 2 at a time, ch 2, t at the crossing of the t. Begin the next cross treble in same t as last st of the first one and take the second st in the next t. Join to the loop on the other side. Turn, (ch 7, d) in every 2 sts of last row. Join to loop on the other side and make d along the edge to the next row of t and make the next scallop, joining the last row to first scallop by 2 of the 7 ch.
Repeat upon the scallops to the end of the lace.

Handkerchiefs with Crocheted Edge

Cut the linen by a thread, making the
handkerchief the desired size. Roll the edges and hold in place with fine stitches. Any of these edges may be made in white or color.

No. 1610-22 (White)

1st row—D closely all around edge and join with sl st. 2d row—ch 5 and t into 3d d, ch 2, skip 2 d and t into 3d d, repeat for even spaces all round. 3d row—2 d in each ch space. 4th row—1 t in first d; ch 3, 3 t over the side of last t; skip 3 d, 1 t in next d; repeat to complete edge.

No. 1610-23 (Blue)

1st row—D closely all around the edge. 2d row—ch 5, t in 3d d; ch 2 and repeat for even spaces all around. 3d row—5 d in each of the first 2 spaces and 3 d in 3d space; ch 3 catch with sl st in 3d d of the 2d space; ch 3, catch with sl st in 3d d of 1st sp; 5 d in last ch of 3; 3 d in first ch of three; ch 3 and sl st in 3d d in last ch of 3; 3 d in loop just made; ch 3, catch back in last d for picot; 2 d in same loop; 2 d in unfilled loop in 2d row of scallop; 2 d in unfilled 3d space. Repeat for next scallop.

No. 1610-24 (Pink)

1st row—6 d, ch 3, catch back in last d for picot. Repeat, making close edge all around. 2d row—3 t in the middle d between picots, ch 2, 3 t in middle d between next 2 picots; repeat to completion of row. 3d row—1 d in centre of loop space, ch 7, 1 d in centre next loop; repeat. 4th row—5 d in 7-ch loop, ch 4 for picot, 5 d in same loop; repeat.

Edge No. 1610-20

Directions.—Chain any desired length, sl st in 10th ch from hook, 1 ch, 5 ch under 10 ch, 5 ch, sl st in next ch of foundation ch, 6 d under 5 ch, * 10 ch, sl st to 8th ch st, 6 d under 10 ch, 5 ch, sl st in next ch, 6 d under 5 ch; repeat from * at last double bar, * 9 ch, sl st to middle of ch between double bars, 7 d under 9 ch, 7 ch, sl st in same place, 7 d under 7 ch, 7 ch, sl st in same st, 7 d under 7 ch; repeat until you have 4 bars, then 5 ch, sl st to top of next double bar of former row, 7 ch, sl st to top of next double bar, giving a double chain. 0 ch and repeat from *.

Handkerchiefs with Crochet in White or Color

By Mrs. David T. Williams

Design No. 1610-22 (White), No. 1610-23 (Blue), and No. 1610-24 (Pink). Materials. Fine white handkerchief linen, 36 inches wide, 81.65 a yard. White mercerized crochet cotton (hard twist) No. 100, 28 cents a ball; two balls for 55 cents. Pink or blue crochet cotton (small spools), 5 cents a spool. Steel crochet-hook, No. 12, 10 cents.

Last row—* 3 d under 5 ch, 4 ch, d between bars, 2 more d, 4 ch, and repeat until you have four loops, fasten last loop in top of last bar, 3 d on next ch, and 6 d across double chain; repeat from *.

Crochet Fringe No. 1610-21

Directions.—This fringe is made in the width. Begin with 8 chain. 1st row—1 in
Between Meal Cloth and Scarf
Ivory White Linen Worked in Color

By W. A. Dickey

Buffet Scarf End

Design No. 1618-25. Two sizes. Size, 20 x 60 inches. Stamped ivory-white linen, $1.15. Embroidery cotton, 65 cents extra, or silk, $2.25 extra. Perforated pattern, one-half length (reversible), 45 cents; no transfer pattern. Size, 20 x 90 inches. Stamped ivory-white linen, $1.60. Embroidery cotton, 70 cents extra, or silk, $2.45 extra. Perforated pattern, one-half length (reversible), 60 cents; no transfer pattern. Stamping compound, with directions, 10 and 25 cents a box.

A color scheme will be sent with each pattern.

Again we are back to the days of colored embroidery on white, or near white linen. And it might almost seem that the greater the variety of colors, the more we enthuse.

This set of between-meal cloth and buffet-scarf is quite unusual both in design and combination of colors and is of such character as may be used with almost any furnishings.

The material is a medium-weight, ivory-white linen, somewhat loosely woven, so that it is very easy to embroider upon, although not loose enough so the threads will draw in working.

Two shades of rose-pink are used for the flowers, the darker shade for the central ones, and the lighter for the others. Pad the curled edges of the petals a very little and work them solid, outlining the rest of the petal.

The dots in the flower centres are yellow, each being worked solid. Be sure these are made perfectly round. All of the leaves are outlined with the lighter shade of green. Take short,
even stitches working the points carefully to keep the perfect lines. The stems are outlined in a darker shade of green.

Work the forget-me-nots in three shades of blue, shading from the darkest on the perfect flowers, to the lightest on the lines, broken at the intersections. Make the lines of spaced stitches taken the entire length of the short stamped lines. The cluster of four forget-me-nots is worked the same as the forget-me-nots of the design, taking the stitches across.

single flower petals. The stitches on the petals are taken from side to side. Make small yellow French knots for the flower centres.

The working of the oval is quite unusual. The outside line is outlined in black, using green for the inside line. The background of the oval has crossed diagonal

The edge of the centrepiece and scarf is finished with an unusually attractive scallop, the lines being sufficiently broken to make it interesting. This scallop is padded and worked solid in buttonholing with white. Just inside this buttonholing is a line of spaced running-stitches in black, which adds greatly to the effect.
Christmas Novelties Easily Made

(See Cover)

**ALL of the cases shown on this page are all ready made up, so the worker will have only to embroider the simple designs. Be sure the work is neatly finished on the wrong side in every case as this will show when it is opened.**

**AFTER the bean-bags are embroidered place the front and back together and stitch all around, with the exception of a small opening. Turn right side out, partly fill with beans and close opening with small stitches.**

**DESIGN No. 1610-27, KNIFE CASE.** Either design stamped on a ready-made case of cam linen, with flannel lining, 60 cents. Embroidery cotton, 9 cents extra, or silk, 15 cents extra.

**DESIGN No. 1610-28, FORK CASE.** Design stamped on a ready-made case of cam linen, with flannel lining, 45 cents. Embroidery cotton, 9 cents, or silk, 15 cents.

**DESIGN No. 1610-29, SPOON CASE.** Design stamped on a ready-made case of cam linen, with flannel lining, 45 cents. Embroidery cotton, 9 cents, or silk, 15 cents.

**DESIGN No. 1610-30, GLOVE CASE.** Design stamped on a ready-made case of cam linen, with pink or blue lining, 35 cents. Embroidery cotton, 9 cents extra, or silk, 15 cents.

**DESIGN No. 1610-31, GLOVE CASE.** Design and one letter stamped on a ready-made case of white linen, with pink or blue lining, 35 cents. Embroidery cotton, 12 cents extra, or silk, 20 cents extra.

 THESE bags and cases are also furnished made up ready for use as soon as the embroidery is done. The little laundry-case will be greatly appreciated by the girl who travels, as it is all fitted up with clothesline and clothes-pins. The popular black-and-white effect is gained by the lining showing through the white poplin. Against this, the bright colors of the design are very effective.

**Design No. 1610-33.** Comb and Brush Bag. Design stamped on a ready-made bag of linen, 35 cents. Embroidery cotton, 9 cents extra, or silk, 20 cents extra.

**Design No. 1610-34.** Knitting Bag. Design stamped on a ready-made bag of white poplin, with black and white lining, 35 cents. Embroidery cotton, 6 cents extra, or silk, 10 cents extra.

**Design No. 1610-35.** Laundry Case. Design stamped on a ready-made case of linen, fitted with line and pins, 20 cents. Embroidery cotton, 3 cents extra, or silk, 5 cents extra.

**Design No. 1610-36.** Slipper Case. Design stamped on a ready-made case of two linen, 35 cents. Embroidery cotton, or silk, 15 cents extra. Embroidery commercial, 75 cents additional.
Yoke and Jabot in Tatting

By Josie C. Lane


THIS yoke is not at all difficult to make, and may be used for either a gown or chemise.

ABBREVIATION OF TERMS.—Chain (ch); stitch (st); stitches (sts); picot (p); double stitches (ds); ring (r).

DIRECTIONS. 1st row—r 4 ds, 7 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 7 p 2 ds between; r 4 ds, p, 2 ds, join to 6th p of 1st r, 2 ds, 5 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 7 p 2 ds between; r 3 ds, 3 p 2 ds between, 3 ds; ch 7 p 2 ds between. Repeat 19 times. 2d row—r 4 ds, 7 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 6 ds; r 4 ds, join to last p of 1st r, 2 ds, 6 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 6 ds; r 4 ds, join to last p of 2d r, 2 ds, 6 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 4 ds; r 4 ds, join to last p of 3d r, 2 ds, 6 p 2 ds between, 4 ds. Make another r like one just made; ch 6 ds; r 4 ds, join to last p of preceding r, 2 ds, 6 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 6 ds; r 4 ds, join to last p of preceding r, 2 ds, 6 p 2 ds between, 4 ds; ch 6 ds, p, 6 ds, join to 5th p of ch between 2 large r's on 1st row, 6 ds; r 3 ds, join to 5th p of last r, 2 ds, 4 p 2 ds between, 3 ds; ch 6 ds; r 3 ds, join to last p of small r, 2 ds, 8 p 2 ds between, 3 ds; ch 6 ds, join to 6th p of ch between large and small r's on 1st row, 6 ds, join to 2d p on ch after small r on 1st row, 6 ds; r 3 ds, 2 p 2 ds between, 2 ds, join to 7th p of preceding r, 2 ds, 6 p 2 ds between, 3 ds; ch 6 ds; r 3 ds, join to last p of preceding r, 4 p 2 ds between, 3 ds; ch 6 ds, join to 3d p of ch between two large r's on 1st row, 6 ds, p, 6 ds. Repeat 10 times.
Tatting Jabot Made with Filet Braid

Wind shuttle with thread, join to filet braid, using braid just as if it were the ball thread in two-thread tatting.

Small Ring.—Make * ch of 5 ds, 4 long picot (1 p) with 1 ds between, 5 ds, close in form of ring * by tying shuttle thread to ends at beginning of chain just made.

Large Ring.—Chain of 10 ds, 4 p with 1 ds between, 10 ds, tying to form a ring as before; repeat from * to *, tying as before, ch 7 ds to connect and repeat r’s for 2d half of jabot, ch 12 ds, tying to 1st r of 1st half cut braid and thread, fasten securely. The fringe is fastened to this ch of 12 ds.

Fringe.—Tie thread and braid together as before, ch 2 ds, 3 p with 1 ds between, 2 ds, tie securely to form ring and cut the thread only, leaving about 2 inches of braid to fasten to 12 ch of jabot. Make six more rings, leaving each braid a little longer than the last, as seen in illustration, fastening ends of each braid to same ch of jabot.

Note.—By carefully removing cardboard from centre of a bunch of filet braid, the braid can be used from the inside of bunch, and will not snarl as when unwound from the outside.

Correction

The table cover worked in delft blues, shown on the frontispiece of Home Needlework Magazine for August, should have been credited to Sonja Danfelt instead of Lilian Barton Wilson.
Embroideries

for the

Baby

Including Bibs

and a

Case for Them

Every mother knows just how many bibs are necessary for the baby, so no gift for the young hopeful will be more welcome.

Now that we have cases for almost everything, why not a bib case? And when we are making the bib for the baby, why not make the case also and make the gift complete?

The three bibs at the top of the page show a variety both in shape and method of working. All three may be made of either batiste or linen cambric.

The interesting feature of the one at the left is that the design forms a part of the scallop. Each little spray has two leaves and the flower formed of graduated eyelets. The most satisfactory way to have these clusters of corresponding sizes is to use a gauged stiletto, first making the corresponding eyelets in each cluster before changing the gauge. Work in this way for all four sizes. One strand only of the stranded cotton should be used for working, as the design is very fine. Pad
the tiny leaves with two or three short stitches, and work solid. The stems may either be done in close outlining or stem-stitch, which is narrow satin-stitch made over running-stitches.

Pad the scallops and buttonhole, working carefully to make a distinction between the round and pointed scallops.

The neck edge is finished with a narrow line of straight buttonholing.

The bib with the three stiff little flowers is finished with buttonholing and picot loops. Work a few buttonhole-stitches then catch the thread back three or four stitches forming a loop. Fill this loop quite full with buttonhole-stitches. Continue with the buttonholing and loops. Finish the neck edge with plain straight buttonholing.

The flower petals are worked solid in white, while the flower centre, stems, and leaves, are blue. Work the leaves solid and outline the stems.

The third bib has a French and eyelet embroidery design. The edge has large scallops sub-divided into small regular ones. These are padded and buttonholed in the usual way, finishing the neck edge with the plain buttonholing.

The scattered dots on the surface of the bib are worked solid. Pad these and work carefully to keep them perfectly round. Many workers find it much easier to work from the centre to the outside, then go back to the centre and finish the rest of the dot.

The bow-knot is padded and worked solid taking the stitches across. The large dots in the circle are made in eyelets and the small ones in French knots. A touch of color might be added by outlining with a single thread just inside the scallops. The solid sections might also be outlined or the eyelets made in color. This latter is very effective and quite popular at present.

The bib-case is of white poplin and may be lined with either pink or blue silk muslin as preferred by the worker.

---

**Gertrude of White Flannel Worked in White**

Design No. 1610-43. Design and outline for cutting stamped on silk-warp flannel, $2.00. White embroidery silk, 40 cents extra. Perforated pattern of design and outline for cutting, 30 cents; no transfer pattern. Stamping compound, with directions, 10 and 25 cents a box.

Work the ribbons solid in blue and the leaves lazy-daisy stitch in green.

Turn in edges of lining and outside and make two rows of outline-stitch on indicated lines. Slip in cardboard for front and back and whip edges together. Tie together with ribbons as illustrated.
Knitted Golf Vest

By Mrs. A. Chunelah

8 rows, decrease 1 st at each end of 9th row, k 6 more rows and decrease again at each end of row. Repeat twice more, making 4 times decreasing. This should leave 52 sts on needle.

Knit plain 12 rows, then add 1 st at the end of each row, k 8 rows and add 1 st at end of each row. Repeat the same twice, then k 5 rows and add 1 st at end of each row. Repeat once. You should now have 64 sts, which form the widest part of the back.

Knit plain 4 rows, decreasing 1 at each end of row. Repeat the same twice. On the 6th row decrease 1 at each end of row. Repeat the same once. You should now have 54 sts on needle.

Knit 14 rows plain, add 1 st at each end of the next row, then k 4 more rows, adding a st at each end of this row, then k 4 more rows, add st on the end of this row, k 6 rows and add 1 st, then k 6 rows again, adding a st at each end of this row. You should now have 64 sts on needle.

Knit once across and back again. Knit 25 sts, slip on safety-pin and bind off 14 sts, k across the remaining 25 sts and bind off 3, k 2 rows and bind off 4 sts. On 2d row again bind off 5 sts, on 2d row again bind off 6 sts, on 2d row again bind off remaining 7 sts, which forms right shoulder. Slip the 25 sts from safety-pin on needle. Starting to knit, knit from neck, or where the sts were bound off, making shoulder like right shoulder, only working in opposite direction.

The back, knitted stocking-st, will be curled, but by pinning upon a damp cloth in its proper shape, it will lie perfectly flat.

Front.—This is knitted in the garter-st. Cast on 50 sts, k 4 ribs, decrease 1 st at the end on right side. The left side of work must be perfectly straight until the “V” for the neck is formed. Decrease 1 st on right side of work on 7th, 10th, and 13th ribs, then k 16 sts, bind off 15

[Concluded on page 24]
Boys' Knitted Storm Cap

By F. B. C.

of these and knit for three inches, bind off. Take up the other stitches and knit three inches, bind off. Sew on wrong side.

It is safe to imagine that the thoughts of the boys this winter will naturally turn to warfare, and snow fights will be the chief amusement when the snow flies. To be the happy possessor of a storm cap similar to those sent to the soldiers on the field would delight the heart of any boy. This style of cap is easily rolled back, and forms an ordinary cap to be worn over the ears or not as desired. When used in helmet shape, it is a complete protection from snow or sleet about the throat and neck. The directions are given for two needles. Cast on six stitches, knit one row plain knitting; next row increase one stitch between every stitch, then two rows plain, next row increase one between each stitch, two rows plain, increase one between each stitch; continue this till there are ninety-six stitches on the needle. Now knit two stitches plain, two purl, across the row, and continue this ribbing for six inches. Now knit twelve stitches ribbing, bind off twenty-four stitches and take off the remaining stitches on to a cord. Knit the twelve stitches of ribbing for two inches, take off on cord, take up the stitches on opposite side of opening and knit in length to correspond with first side. Knit back and cast on twenty-four stitches, then take up the twelve stitches on cord and continue knitting the full ninety-six original ones in ribbing for six inches. Now take off half

Design No. 1610-15. Materials, One hank of Scotch knitting yarn, mixed gray, dark green, garnet, navy blue, or cream-white, and two amber knitting needles No. 8, 81.65.
A Butterfly Design for the China Painter

By Gertrude S. Twichell

This month we are showing the popular butterfly design used on odd pieces of china, which will make very attractive gifts for Christmas. A combination cracker and cheese dish shows both the large and small butterfly. The plate illustrated will go with either the jelly-jar or the mayonnaise-bowl. On the cheese-dish use the large motif eight times and the small one nine times. The plate has the motif repeated six times. On the mayonnaise-bowl the design may be repeated either four or five times, according to the size. When a smaller plate goes with this piece the design must be planned to fit the china. If a handled jelly-jar is used the motif can be repeated but twice, once on each side. If, however, the plain jar without handles is used, repeat the motif three times.

In all cases space off the china carefully, using a plate-divider and ruler. The bands must be adjusted so they are even whenever it happens that the pattern given varies from the size of the piece being decorated.

Draw in the bands in this manner. Measure down from the edge of the china and mark the correct distance. Place the pencil-point on this mark, rest the fingers on the edge of the china and turn the dish with the other hand, or run the fingers around the edge while holding the pencil firmly. This should make even bands. A common soft lead pencil may be used if the china is first wiped over with denatured alcohol and then dried. The short upright bands between the butterflies should be exactly in line with the centre of the plate.

After the design is all traced in, go over the lines with outlining black, using a fine brush. Make the lines very firm and even with smooth edges. The gold bands may be outlined or not, just as one prefers.

If one is not skilful in tracing and outlining work, it may be easier to use the...
prepared outlines. Prices for these are given under the illustrations. These give the outline of the pattern in Ceramic black (in black only) on films backed with paper. They are placed in warmish water until the film is soft and begins to separate from the paper. Then they are laid on the china, the paper backing slipped from under them and the film carefully moved into correct position. They must then be dried and fired. No outlining nor tracing is required.

The china should be fired after the outlining is dried, whichever method is used. Then the painting may be done more easily. Some of the more expert workers may be able to put on the first coat of gold or thin coats of color before the first firing, but it is best for the beginner to wait until the outlining is fired.

An infinite number of color schemes may be worked out for this design, but the original one was in tones of brown with paneling of delicate blue and yellow brown. The groundwork was cream-color of Copaiba to the consistency of a stiff paste, then a tiny bit of turpentine may be used as necessary. Paint the upper panels with deep blue green or other light, pretty blue, padding them until smooth.

**Cracker and Cheese Dish**

*Design No. 1610-48.* Black outline pattern of design, with directions for applying, and a water-color study of the design. 25 cents. *Note—When ordering for patterns, address orders to China Department, care of HOME NEEDLEWORK MAGAZINE.*

Clean out the paint from the lower border and, after the blue is dry, tint this with yellow brown padded thin. Clean out the paint very carefully from the butterflies and bands and when all the tinting is thoroughly dry paint the butterflies. The different stages of the work must each be dried carefully in order that the different colors may not run and blur badly.

Paint the butterflies with warm, soft, dark brown, making them darker toward the body, and having the lower wings deeper than the upper. Do not make the color too dense. The body is very dark brown or black. The bands on the wings are to be painted with yellow brown with a very dark brown spot at the upper part of each band. The other four small spots in the wings should be bright yellow. Tint the lower part of the china with cream-color, fill in the gold bands and the china will be ready for firing. If a third firing and painting seem necessary to get smooth coloring and a good coat of gold in the bands, they should be given, as the better finish will more than repay for the extra work.

The colors of the butterflies might be reversed, using the yellow brown for the

[Concluded on page 30]
Knitted Golf Vest

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 20]

sts for pocket, k remaining 15 sts, k back the 15 sts, cast on 15 sts, then k to the end of row the remaining 16 sts. You should now have 46 sts on needle.

Knit 6 ribs. On the 2nd, 24th, 29th, 30th, and 31st ribs add 1 st. Now k 19 sts, bind off 13 sts, then k the remaining 20 sts, turn and k 20 sts, cast on 13 sts, k remaining 19 sts, forming the opening for the second pocket. Knit 4 ribs and add 1 st, k 2 ribs and add 1 st, then k 2 more ribs without adding st, now decrease 1 st on same side, k 2 ribs, decrease 1, k 2 ribs, decrease 1. Repeat same twice. Knit 3 ribs, decrease 1 and repeat, k plain 2 ribs. Now on left side of work decrease 1 st on the next rib. Repeat each rib until there are 25 sts left on needle and bind off shoulder like back, by decreasing first 3 sts, then 4, then 5, then 6, then 7, working left front like right front, only reversed.

Pocket.—Pick up the cast-on sts and k 20 ribs, bind off and sew to bottom the bound-off end and sew up sides of pockets. Finish top of pocket with band knitted on steel needles. Casting on 5 sts — put on like a vest pocket. Sew up seams under arms and also shoulder seams.

TRIMMING.—On steel needles cast on 10 sts, k 20 ribs. Work buttonhole as follows: Knit 3 sts, bind off 4 sts, k 3 sts, turn, k 3 sts. Cast on 4 sts, k 3 sts, k 18 ribs. Repeat buttonhole, then 18 ribs, making 6 buttonholes in all. This is for right front. Continue knitting band until it reaches all around neck and down left front. Be sure and make the corners plenty full where the "V" begins. Knit band for bottom of vest and join to band on front. Finish armhole with narrow band knitted on steel needles. Start 2 sts, increase at each rib on one side until there are 7 sts, k the length required, then decrease again to 2 sts. Join the bands, forming a "V"—these are for under the arm. Sew on the buttons to correspond with the buttonholes.

The Proper Needles for Embroidery

By an Expert Needleworker

While some may use the ordinary sewing needle, I believe the large majority of the best needleworkers prefer the long-eyed or "Crewel" needle, and this is the one recommended by nearly all the societies of Decorative Art in this country. Nos. 9 and 10 are the proper sizes for one thread of Filo Silk, which is to(208,641),(310,824) be embroidered into linen lawn, grass linen, or bolting cloth. For ready stamped linens use No. 8 or No. 9; for heavier linens use No. 8; and for butcher's linens, or fabrics mounted over linen, No. 7 will be required. No. 7 is the size for heavier work in two threads of Filo Silk. Persian Floss and Etching Silk require a No. 8 needle, and for Roman Floss a No. 4 needle is needed. For Rope Silk choose a No. 22 Chenille needle. I consider HARPERS "Queen's Crewel" needles the best, and I advise all needleworkers to obtain them if possible.

In Mountmellick Embroidery one should use the coarser sizes, No. 7 for Mountmellick Embroidery Silk, size FF, No. 6 for size F, No. 5 for size G, and No. 4 for size H. Be sure that you get HARPERS "Queen's Crewel" needles, and accept no substitute.

Agents JOSEPH L. PORTER CO., Inc.

Sample paper 5c with 2c for postage

61-63 Leonard Street, New York
Do You Crochet or Embroider?

You Can Procure Absolutely WASH-FAST COLORS
and "A Perfect Thread for Every Purpose"
in BUCILLA
Mercerized Crochet and Embroidery COTTONS

Send for Free Photographic Chart showing modern Embroidery and Crochet stitches and the correct threads for working.

The utility, originality and artistic design found in Bucilla Package Outfits is well exemplified by the stunning Filet Crochet Nightgown (Package No. 5175—$1.50) illustrated. If you do not already crochet, this beautiful piece will make an easy beginning. Bucilla Packages contain the stamped article, sufficient cottons to complete crochet or embroidery, and exact instructions. The fall line includes dainty lingerie, stylish children's and infants' wear and household linens. Popular prices—25¢ up.

Send for Free Illustrated Circular

Every needleworker should have the new Bucilla Lesson Books: Vol. 6 contains many beautiful creations in Novelty and Filet Crochet; Vol. 4, teaching modern Embroidery Stitches; Vol. 5, featuring Colored Embroidery. Ten cents each.

If your dealer cannot supply Bucilla articles, send to us, giving his name.

BERNHARD ULMANN CO., Inc.
113D GRAND STREET
NEW YORK

BEAR BRAND YARNS
No. 2362 "Country Club" Sweater

have for generations been the "Sealed of Quality." For fashionable colorings, durability and beautiful results they are unsurpassed.

Beginners as well as experts will find delight in making the stylish Country Club Sweater illustrated. Follow the simple directions given in the new Bear Brand Book of Yarnkraft Vol. 14—25c Shows the latest styles in knitted and crocheted articles, with full directions for making. At your dealer's or direct from

Bear Brand Yarn Manufacturers
113D Grand Street
New York
Sew Your Seams with Silk
—and get the best service by using
Heminway’s Sewing Silks
Be sure to ask for Heminway’s when you buy silks for sewing, embroidery or crochet at your dealer’s.
The new Heminway book illustrates and gives full directions for making many handsome
articles in crochet, knitting and tatting. Sent postpaid for 10c.
M. Heminway & Sons Silk Co.
Dept. J. 690 Broadway, New York

Gift Chest for Xmas

Sent on Free Trial Famous Piedmont Chest.
Your choice of 75 styles and designs sent on 30-day free trial. We pay the freight.
4 Piedmont projects free, patterns and plans from millia, miss, aunt and bunt. Distinctly beautiful, charmingly
decorated. A real money and worry saver. With free illustrated booklet and Free Gift Catalog. Write today for our
grand catalog and reduced prices—postpaid free.
Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co., Dept. 53, Statesville, N. C.

LEARN MUSIC
AT HOME!
SPECIAL OFFER—EASY LESSONS FREE—Piano, Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet, Harp, Cello, Trombone, Flute, Piccolo, Clarinet, or to sing. You pay only for music and postage— which is small. No extras. Beginners or advanced pupils. Flats, simple, systematic, 4 years’ success. Start at once. Send your name and get free booklet by return mail. Address U. S. School of Music, Box 43, 225 5th Ave., New York City.

Wedding
Invitations, Announcements, etc. 100 in script lettering, including two
sets of envelopes, $1.50. Write for price of all others.

ROSE LUNCHEON SET IN CROCHET
(continued from page 1)
with a t to the middle of a loop on the completed rose, finish the loop with 4 ch, fasten in centre of next 8-ch group, 4 ch, fasten with t in centre of next loop, 4 ch, fasten and break.
Picot Edge.—Having completed the circle of roses, make the picot edge as follows: Fasten between 8-ch groups, * ch 10, fasten back on the 4th st of ch (for picot), 4 ch, fasten in centre of 8-ch group *. Repeat from * to * around lower edge of roses. This completes the outer edge of the lace.

On the inner edge of the roses, fasten the thread in the centre of any 8-ch group preceding a joining. Chain 8, throw over 5 times and come back into the st where your thread was fastened. * Take off 2 sts at a time till only 2 remain on the hook. Throw over 5 times and return to the fastening st. Take off 2 sts at a time as before, and with a loop draw the group of 3 together. Throw over 5 times and go into the middle of the first 8-ch group of the next wheel. Slip off 2 at a time till 2 remain. Throw over 5 times, go into the same place, slip off as before, throw over 5 times, slip off 2 at a time, pull a loop through the group of 3. Chain 7, fasten with sl st in centre of next 8 ch, 7 ch, fasten with sl st in centre of next 8 ch, 7 ch, throw over 5 times and go in centre of next 8 ch. * Repeat from * to * around doily. 2d round—ch 3 and make 7 t under each 7 ch.

Centerpiece.—Make 25 roses for the centerpiece. Join with 2 t as per directions for plate and tumbler doilies, leaving 4 points above and 4 points below the joints. Make the picot edge around the outside. On the inner edge proceed as follows: On any rose fasten thread in centre of first 8-ch group, following a joining. Chain 8, throw over 5 times, return to st where thread was fastened, take off 2 sts at a time until 2 remain, throw over 5 times, return to same fastening st, take off 2 sts at a time until 1 remains, and with a loop draw the 3 together, ** 7 ch, throw over 3 times, go into middle of next 8-ch group. Work off 2 at a time, leaving the last 2 on needle.

* Throw over 3 times, work off 2 at a time, leaving 1 on the needle. * Repeat from

[concluded on page 28]
No. 579 $2.50. 2-Piece Steak Set. Sterling Silver Handles, nicely boxed. A beautiful and desirable set at a very low cost. Knife is 9½ inches long.

No. 579 $1.50. Cheese Plate and Server. Plate is cut with beautiful design, and has 4½ inches in diameter. Server has Sterling Silver handle in hammered design.

No. 569 85c. Shuttle of Sterling Silver. A nice token that is sure to be appreciated. Any name engraved free. 3½ inches long.

No. 518 $2.00. Sewing Bag of Old Rose Silk, with one row of gold braid. A very handsome article. Bag is 6½ inches in diameter.

No. 595 85c. Pin Basket containing black-headed pins in the form of blackberries. A pleasing novelty that oftentimes will be of great service.

No. 606 $2.00. Solid 10K Gold Brooch set with sapphire. A very pretty design at a price that cannot be equalled.

No. 538 40c. 12 Assorted Holiday Correspondence cards, die stamped, with envelopes. For the above price we will stamp on the cards, any Old English Letter or two-letter monogram in blue, green, gold or silver ink.

No. 594 35c. Mahogany Darned with Needles, with hand colored card in beautiful box. A convenient article for the work basket or as an appropriate selection for a remembrance.

Buy

Direct from Workshop
You Save One-Third

You can buy better eggs and butter cheaper in the country than elsewhere—because they originate there.

Likewise the latest gowns can be had for less money in the large cities, because it is there that styles are created and the goods manufactured.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that you can buy better jewelry and kindred lines cheaper from Providence, R. I., because Providence is the jewelry center of the world.

And the Baird-North Co. of Providence are the largest Mail Order Jewelers in the World.

Our catalog of jewelry, silverware and kindred lines, published annually with periodical supplements, is the most up-to-date and representative presentation ever issued.

Its 200 pages containing 10,000 articles of diamonds, watches, jewelry, leather goods, novelties, toiletware, tableware and associated lines, will suggest to you an appropriate gift for Christmas or any other occasion, or an article for yourself or your home.

And best of all YOU SAVE ONE-THIRD because you buy from the Workshop in the jewelry center of the world.

You take no chance and you do save money.

Every article is guaranteed to give you complete satisfaction or we will return your money. We guarantee free, safe and prompt delivery whenever you order.

Gentlemen:
Please send me FREE without obligation, your 200 page catalog containing 10,000 articles of jewelry, silverware, novelties and gifts.

Name _______________________

Address ______________________

Baird-North Co. 300 Broad St., Providence, R. I.
UTOPIA NEIGE

The Ideal Embroidery Floss for Dresses, Blouses, Underwear, Hosery, as well as all Art Embroidery.

Utopia Neige is made of the finest Grade of Mercerized Sea Island Cotton of exceptional lustre and brilliancy. Put up in balls. White and a large variety of washable shades to meet all requirements.

FOR CROCHET WORK USE UTOPIA KORDNET a 6-cord mercerized Crochet Cotton of the highest quality.

Especially adapted for TATTING AND LACE MAKING

Utopia Kordnet is made of the best Sea Island Cotton, properly spun to produce a firm, strong and even thread. Its brilliancy, lustre and finish are unequalled, they invite comparison.

The highest obtainable standard of quality

AT A POPULAR PRICE

The thought and effort that you put into an article warrants the utmost care in selecting materials that will produce satisfactory and lasting results. Utopia Cottons will do this.

At All Art, Needlework Depots and Stores

ROSE LUNCHEON SET IN CROCHET

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 26]

* to *, making a group of 3. Throw over and with a loop draw the 3 together **. Repeat from ** to ** twice, ch 7, ** throw over 5 times, fasten in centre of last 8-ch group of the rose, take off 2 sts at a time till only 2 remain. * Throw over 5 times, return to fastening st, taking off 2 at a time till 1 remains. * Repeat from * to * and with a loop draw the 3 together. ** Repeat from ** to ** in the middle of the first 8-ch group of the next rose and continue repetition of directions for the top of this first rose, until the circle is completed. 2d round—ch 8, throw over 5 times, fasten at base of ch, ** take off 2 sts at a time till 2 remain, * throw over 5 times, return to base, take off 2 at a time till only 1 remains. * Repeat from * to * and pull the 3 sts together with a loop as in preceding row. * Chain 7, 3 d t * in second group of 7 ch (skip first group of 7 ch for narrowing purposes). Repeat from * to * in centre of 3 succeeding ch. Chain 7, skip next ch, throw over 5 times, fasten in centre of group of 6 **. Repeat from ** to ** until the circle is completed. 3d round—ch 7, fasten in centre of 7 ch with sl st, 7 ch, fasten with sl st in centre of group of 3 t. Repeat around circle. 4th round—sl st to middle of 7-ch group, 6 ch, 1 d t in centre of next 7 ch, draw the 2 together at the top with 1 loop, 7 ch, 1 d t in centre of next 7 ch, 1 d t in centre of next 7 ch, draw the 2 together at the top, 7 ch. Repeat about circle and join. 5th round—ch 6, 1 d t at base of the ch, draw the 2 together with a loop, 6 ch, fasten with a sl st in same base hole, 6 ch, 2 d t in same hole, draw the 3 together with 1 loop. (There will be 6 sts in this one point). * Skip 7 ch, 2 d t in joining of d t of preceding row, draw the 3 together at top with 1 loop, 6 ch, fasten with sl st in same joining, 6 ch, 2 d t in same joining, fasten the 3 together at the top with 1 loop (this also makes 6 sts in the one point). * Repeat from * to * about circle. 6th round—Repeat round 5, but fasten the d t at the joining points of round 5. 7th round—ch 7, fasten with sl st in centre of d t groups of preceding round. 8th round—Repeat round 3. 9th round—Repeat round 4, using double instead of treble crochets. 10th round—Finish with 7 t under each ch of 7.

Advertisers make the world your market place
Splendid Christmas Gifts - Direct from Our Workshop

I will have Gifts to buy and all I need is my list of names and this Big Gift Book which pictures thousands of things suitable for each person, young or old. I can please every one at prices I want to pay.

I’ll see in this Big Book Thousands of Beautiful Gifts, from an immense stock of Diamonds, Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry, Gold and Plated Silverware, Toilet and Leather Goods, and Novelties from all over the world, all pictured and described for my convenience.

I can take time to select, at my ease, just the things I want, for myself and my friends, without having to put up with indifferent service from tired clerks in crowded stores.

I’ll know what to give because this Big Gift Book has all the new and desirable things. Many more than I’d be likely to find even if I had time to visit all the stores.

Company will exchange anything I get that doesn’t suit, or send me back my money.

We GUARANTEE:

The HOLMES GIFT BOOK solves the old, old problem — “What shall I give?” I’ll fill out the HOLES GIFT BOOK — FILL now, TODAY, and mail it — that’s all — or a postcard will do. I won’t put it off — I will get my pen NOW — before I forget it.

Mail me the GIFT BOOK — FREE.
A BUTTERFLY DESIGN FOR THE CHINA PAINTER

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 3]

ground color and the dark brown for the body, bands, and double spots. Yellow would be used for the light spot in the bands. This arrangement is shown on the cracker and cheese dish. The yellow brown tinting, of course, must be enough lighter than the butterflies to make a good contrast.

The more experienced worker will be able to use blue and yellow brown lustres for the panels instead of the ordinary paints. The butterflies might be of green lustre with gold bands and spots. The jelly-jar could be carried out in gray, silver, and soft red. Make the butterflies of medium gray with blood-red for bands and spots. Use a black body and put silver lustre in the single spots in the wing-bands. Tint the lower part of the jar a soft, pretty gray, using blood-red padded thin for the panels and making the lower continuous border of a still lighter tone of the red, or of medium gray. The bands would be of silver lustre.

NIGHTGOWN WITH CROCHET TRIMMING

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 2]

Edge for Yoke and Sleeve Bands

1st row—2 d t in 1st sp, ch 5, skip 1 sp, 2 d t in next sp, ch 5; repeat around yoke, join, sl st to centre of 1st sp. 2d row—ch 3, (d t in next sp, ch 3, catch in top of d t for a p, ch 1, [d t, ch 3, catch for a p, ch 1] 4 times in same sp) for a shell (sh), ch 3, d in next sp, sh in next sp, d in next sp; repeat around.

Lower Edge.—Two d in each sp, d in each t around with 6 d in corner sp.

Sleeve Bands.—Begin like yoke, repeating single design to desired length and adding edge.

Beading. 1st row—ch 32 sts, 1 t in 8th st, ch 2, 1 t in 3d st from 1st t until there are 9 sp. 2d row—4 sp, 1 bl, 4 sp. 3d row—3 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 3 sp. 4th row—2 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 2 sp. 5th row—1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl. 6th row—2 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 2 sp. 7th row—3 sp, 1 bl, 1 sp, 1 bl, 3 sp. 8th row—4 sp, 1 bl, 4 sp. 9th row—1 sp, 21 ch, 1 sp. 10th row—9 sp. 11th row—9 sp, 12th row—1 sp, 21 ch, 1 sp. 13th row—9 sp. Repeat to desired length.

Finish both sides of beading like lower edge of edge for yoke.

Don't fail to read the advertisements on this page
Home Decoration

Imported Art Goods

Designs for decorative work; Embroidery; Needlework; Tapestry. Studies for painting in oil and water colors.

These exquisite designs by their coloring and grouping are exactly what the amateur is looking for and are also wonderfully suited for embroidery. Flowers, Birds, Landscapes, Marines, etc., etc.

Recommended By All Professionals

Write for beautiful illustrated catalog (52 pages) sent on receipt of 25c, deducted from first order, to:

F. W. DEVOR & C. T. RAYNOLDS CO., New York, N. Y., Chicago, Ill., Kansas City, Mo.
A. H. ABBOTT & CO., 19 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
LA CIE. J. A. LANGLAIS & FILS, 117 rue St. Joseph, Quebec, Canada
and VOUGA & CO., Art Publishers, Geneva, Switzerland.

A linen store for one hundred years

Art Embroideries

Royal Society, Artamo and Gold Seal designs in packages with floss ready for embroidery. Art Linens in great variety.

Samples sent on request

The Linen Book, a useful guide for purchasing housekeeping and embroidery goods, yarns for sweaters and other knit goods, will be mailed free, on application.

T. D. Whitney Company
Everything in Linens
Temple Pl. and West St., Boston, Mass.

TRIO NEEDLEWORK DESIGNS

stamped on fine material

25c Child's Dress 25c pink, blue, or tan chambray
35c Infant's Set 35c consists of dress and cap on fine lawn
50c Boudoir Set 50c bureau scarf, pin-cushion, vanity bag, candle shade, powder puff bag, handkerchief case, sachet, hatpin holder.
50c Ladies' Dressing Sacque 50c and Cap pink or blue lawn.
50c Luncheon Set 50c white "Linenweve"
35c Infant's Cap and Jacket 35c fine white piqué

Embroidery cotton for any of the above numbers 25c extra. Full directions for embroidering with each piece. Latest catalog on request.

Trío Mfg. Co., 221 W. Houston St.
New York City

Ladies, Ease Your Feet

Send today for our free catalog of neat, comfortable, noiseless, flexible, mailed, long-wearing, kid kid.
O'Sullivanized PILLOW SHOES

$2.75 For house or street wear. (Trade Mark Registered.)
"They fit and feel like a kid glove." Embroiderables from every state. Get a pair of Pillows and forget you have feet. Write and show here, postpaid.

Address, PILLOW SHOE CO., 124 Summer St., Boston, Mass., Dept. B.

We introduce our advertisers to you as our friends
Naiad Dress Shields

add the final assurance of cleanliness

FREE FROM RUBBER

The Naiad Dress Shield sounds the highest note of Beauty, Quality and Cleanliness. Absolutely free from rubber. Can be sterilized in boiling water and pressed with heated iron. All styles and sizes to fit every requirement. Regular, Full Dress and Shirt Waist are made in flesh color. Guarantee with every pair.

At stores or sample pair on receipt of 25c.

NAIAD BRASSIERE a form-molding garment cut from patterns of expert design and as perfect fitting as possible. The workmanship and quality of materials are of the highest class.

Naiad Skirt Protector: made of Naiad Sheeting, thereby guaranteeing an absolutely waterproof garment. Free from rubber; can be easily sterilized.

Naiad Waterproof Sheeting for the nursery and hospital.

THE C. E. CONOVER CO., Mfrs.
101 Franklin Street, New York

TOWELS TRIMMED WITH CROCHET ADD VARIETY

[continued from page 7]

around and you will have 32 ch-loops or spaces. 6th round—sl st to centre of next sp, ch 6, sl st in centre of next sp; repeat around. 7th round—sl st to centre of next sp, ch 12, miss 1st st of ch, 1 h t in each of next 6 sts, 1 h t in same st with last one, leaving 5 sts of 12 ch free, 3 d t in same sp where 12 ch began, 1 sl st in centre of next sp, ch 6, 1 sl st in centre of next sp, * 3 d t in next sp, ch 8, miss 1 st, 7 h t in next 7 sts, fasten to last of 3 d t's by inserting hook down through top st of d t and out under side, thus having 2 loops of d t on hook, thread over and draw through both loops. Make another point like last one, fastening 7th h t with sl st in the last 2 threads of preceding point; 3 d t in same sp with last 3 d t, 1 sl st in next sp, ch 6, sl st in next sp; repeat from * until you have completed 16 points. After joining the 16th point to preceding one, make 3 d t in same sp with last 3 d t, 1 sl st in next sp, ch 6, sl st in next sp, 3 d t in next sp, make another point, join to last t, ch 4, sl st in same place with last 3 d t, (ch 6, sl st in next sp), 5 times, which brings you to the end of round, break thread and fasten. 8th round—1 t in top of 1st point, t in 2d point, ch 8, fasten down between the double points with 1 d t, ch 8, 1 t in next point; repeat until last 2 points are united, break thread and fasten. 9th round—Beginning at top of 1st point at left hand, make 1 h t in each of 1st 2 sts, 12 h t over 8 ch, fasten down with 1 sl st in the d t, 1 t in centre at point; repeat to centre of last point, break thread and fasten. With needle and thread join the medallions as illustrated, using care not to reverse sides.

HEADING. 1st row—Beginning at 1st point on the right, make 1 l t, made as follows: thread over hook, insert hook in work and draw a loop through, thread over, draw through 1 loop, thread over, draw through 2 loops, thread over, draw through remaining 2 loops, ch 7, fasten with 1 d t at other end of point, ch 4, sl st in centre of next sp, (ch 6, sl st in next sp), 4 times, ch 4, 1 d t in 1st end of point with 1 d t, ch 7, fasten in last end of point with 1 l t, ch 7, thread over 3 times, make sts as directed in 7th round of medallion, except that the thread is

[concluded on page 34]
NEW BOOKS ON CROCHET AND TATTING

Original patterns! Write today for your copies.

Expert Crochet workers recommend Corticelli Mercerized Cotton because it is made by the famous Corticelli Silk Mills and they know it has the most perfect "Cable Iaid" twist. Corticelli Sewing Silk is the strongest, smoothest, most perfectly made sewing silk.

What these new books contain

These new books are fresh from the press. Full of new patterns originated by the best and highest paid designers in America. Different designs in each book.

Sweaters, Sportcoats, Caps, Hats, Shawls, Scarfs, Spencers, Slippers, Dainty Boudoir Caps and Negligees; Baby Bonnets, Booties, Afghans, Children’s Coats and Trimings; Luncheon Sets and Table Scarfs; Edgings and Laces for House Linens and Curtains; Pretty Trimings for Lingerie and Dresses; Bags, Baskets, Candle-shades and Novelties.

CORTICELLI SILK MILLS
37 Nonotuck Street Florence, Mass.

USE CORICELLI MERCERIZED CORDONNET

Please mention Home Needlework when writing advertisers.
A Dripless Strainer

No. 1385. What a comfort to the housewife! Not a drop can spill. A splendid gift for which the donor will be happily remembered every day. The strainer rests upright upon the table when not in use. Silver-plated, ornamental design. Folding design, banded with gift card, postpaid complete. With it comes our wonderfully helpful Year Book of Christmas Gifts for all the family. Over 1,000 suggestions, including much handwork of New England, for women, illustrated on 72 pages. Bound, 60 cents. Write for it.

POHLSON GIFT SHOPS, 15 Blank Bldg., Pawtucket, R. I.

TOWELS TRIMMED WITH CROCHET ADD VARIETY

[Concluded from page 32]

thrown over 3 times for the center of 1st scallop, 5 times for the 2d, 5 times for the 3d, and 3 times for the 4th scallop. When the 4th is finished, you will have 7 loops on hook, thread over and draw through all at once, make 1 tight ch to fasten, ch 7, 1 t over top of next point; repeat to end of row. 2d row—2 t in top of 1 t ch 1, 2 d t in 3d st ch 1, 2 d t in 5th st, ch 1, 2 d t in top of next d t; repeat to end of row. 3d row—2 t in 1st sp, ch 1, 2 d t in next sp, to end.

TOWELS

[Concluded from page 4]

somewhat difficult to keep the lines straight. Finish the ends of the towel with buttonholing, making the stitches very close. Next work a row across as in Fig. 1, then a third row, as shown in Fig. 2. If preferred a narrow crocheted edge might be used as a finish. Use the same color as used for working the design. The towel with the single unenclosed letter shows the new corner marking. Any style letter may be used, although with the fancy huck the plain script is quite as satisfactory.

NARROW CROCHETED EDGES

[Concluded from page 11]

the 4th ch from hook, 3 ch, t in same place as last t in next 4th ch, 3 ch, t in same place. Now make a fringe by making 3 ch, a roll stitch, (over 5 times) in the first of the 3 ch made, (3 ch and a roll stitch under the thread on the side of the last roll). Repeat this until there are 11 rolls, then turn. 2d row—Five t under the 3 ch nearest the fringe, 5 t under the next 3 ch, turn. 3d row—ch 3, t in the centre of 5 t, 3 ch, t in same place, t in centre of next 5 t, 3 ch, t in same place. A fringe 11 rolls long made as directed before; repeat from 2d row.

HANDKERCHIEFS

[Concluded from page 7]

particularly at the intersection of the lines, to keep them quite distinct.

The fifth design is in pink, yellow, green, and black. The short lines are made by single stitches, while the longer ones are outlined.

The man's handkerchief at the bottom of the page is worked in one solid color.

We guarantee honest treatment from our advertisers.
Crocheted Garter Purse
(For description of stitches, see page 40)

CHAIN 50, turn. 1st row—1 d in every other st of ch, with 1 ch between, making 24 d, ch 2, turn. This should be a little longer than the width of a bill. 2d row—Same as 1st, with d in sp between d of previous row, with 1 ch between. Continue this way until there are 55 rows, break thread. Double the work together and sew up ends, making a pocket.

FLAP.—Fasten thread at end of original ch, continue in the same st for 14 rows, narrowing by leaving off 1 or 2 d at beginning of rows and 1 at end when necessary to make rows as follows: 1st row—

23 d. 2d to 7th rows—22 d. 8th row—20 d. 9th row—19 d. 10th row—16 d. 11th row—15 d. 12th row—12 d. 13th row—11 d. 14th row—8 d.

STRAP.—Fasten thread in seam at top of pocket, make 6 d down seam, turn, ch 1, 6 d in 6 d, and continue until strap is length desired.

Make another strap from other seam. Attach buckle to end of one strap. Sew two snap-fasteners where points of flap meet purse.

If made for a gift, the following verse printed on a card and tucked in the purse will explain its use:

When you're going on a trip,
Strap me on so I won't slip,
And I'll hold your treasure tight,
In your stocking, out of sight.

"Yes, I made it with DEXTER."
—and more than merely a pretty scarf—it wears, launders well, and always looks good, because it's made of

DEXTER
CORDONNET
CROCHET COTTON
Never Kinks – Always Lies Flat

Your dealer has "Dexter" or can get it for you.

FREE
Handsome designs, full directions, sent free on request.

NEW CROCHET BOOKS, 32 pages of fascinating crochet designs, handsomely illustrated, full directions sent for 25c. For introductory purposes only, a ball of Dexter Cordonnet, white, sent FREE with each book.

DEXTER YARN COMPANY
Dept. C Pawtucket, R. I.

Form the habit of reading the advertisements. It pays
Crocheted Worsted Rose

By A. Adams

Discox No. 1610-50. Materials. Pink, blue, or cream-white Saxony yarn, 15 cents a skein, or Germanstown yarn, 17 cents a skein. Bone crochet-hook No. 3, 10 cent.

FOR description of stitches, see page 40.

Wind the wool 3 times round little finger and wind once a fine millinery or flower wire which give a little firmness. first row—t d, t h t t, r d t, t t, t h t to form first petal of rose; repeat until you have four petals on ring. Make 3 ch behind first petal, join, r d into last t of first petal, 3 ch, join, r d into d t of 2d petal, and so on behind the petals. Then hold the wire and 5 ch and crochet 1 d, 1 h t, r t, r d t, t t, t h t, r d on each 3 ch to form 2d row of petals, holding the chain and wire firmly until the 2d row of petals is finished. 3d row—Make 4 ch behind 2d row of petals, join with r d behind last d of 1st petal. Now begin 3d row of petals, holding the 4 ch and wire as before 1st petal. One d, t h t, r t, r d t, t t, t h t, r d; finish off, leaving a few inches of the wool and about 8 inches of the fine wire. Now take 4 inches of flower-wire for the stem. Make a loop of the wire and hook into the flower, pull the 3 ends wool, flower-wire, and fine wire through a green calyx and wind first the fine wire and then the wool carefully.

[CONCLUDED ON PAGE 38]
Over 600,000 Copies Have Been Sold

The Best Story
the author of "The Eyes of the World" has yet written
Clean, wholesome, uplifting—a story of manhood

WHEN

By Harold Bell Wright

A MAN’S A MAN

Cloth 12mo $1.35 Leather $1.85

Illustrations and Decorations by the Author

A story of the real heart of the life of the unfenced land of ranch
and range of Northern Arizona. While the pages are crowded with the
thrilling incidents that belong to the adventurous life depicted, one feels,
always, beneath the surface of the stirring scenes the great, primitive
and enduring life forces that the men and women of this story portray.

Also Just Published—Popular Edition—1,000,000 Copies
Harold Bell Wright’s Great Novel That Broke All Records

The Eyes of the World—Selling at 50 Cents
You should see the Chune Film Producing Co.’s Premier Production of “The Eyes
of the World,” visualizing the story in a Cinema-Film Entertainment

Mr. Wright’s Allegory of Life
“An island that will live”

The Uncrowned King

Cloth 50 cents Leather $1.00

Other Novels by the Same Author
That Printer of Udell’s—The Shepherd of the Hills—The Calling of Dan Matthews
—The Winning of Barbara Worth—Their Yesterdays

THE BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY, Publishers

E. W. REYNOLDS, President
231-233 West Monroe Street, CHICAGO

BABY BOOK
JUST OUT! For Needleworkers
10cts

Class Pins—Emblems of every description, Two
catalogues FREE for the asking. For hobby
work, and any light work, in any colour.

We introduce our advertisers to you as our friends
CROCHETED WORSTED ROSE

[Continued from Page 35]

round the flower-wire to form a pretty stem. Make a rosebud by crocheting a small circle and then decreasing, pinch up, hook in a piece of stem and a bit of the fine wire, pull through a green corolla and calyx, wind the fine wire and then the wool. Mount with a small green leaf or not, according to taste.

Outfit for Rag Doll

CROCHETED OUTFIT FOR THE RAG DOLL

By Mrs. H. H. Yonge

Design No. 1610-51. Materials for making garments for a 13-inch doll. Two skeins pitten, blue, white, or cardinal Germantown yarn, and a bone crochet-hook No. 2, 45 cents.

Combination Suit.—Make a ch which will slip over the doll's foot; join in a round. 1st round—3 ch, 1 t in the same st, * 1 ch, miss a st, 2 t in next st and repeat from *. Join to the ch at beginning. 2d round—3 ch, 1 t in next t, working under both top loops, * 1 ch, miss the ch between sets, 1 t in each of next 2 t; repeat from * all round. Join as before.

[Continued on Page 41]
CROCHETING

**Embroidery and Crocheting**

**WOMEN WILL SAY**
I don't know that stitch and I wish I knew this stitch. Our new book **ART NEEDLEWORK**
with over 100 illustrations teaches you to master every known Embroidery and Crochet stitch.
A child can learn them by self-instruction as we picture all the difficult stitches. The lessons in nine parts include all kinds of Embroidery, Stamping, Lace making, Crocheting, Handpainting, Crazy patch work, Punch work, Cross stitch, Needle points, etc. Complete book by mail, 10 cents.
**ART PUB. CO., Dept 20, South Norwalk, Conn.**

**Bed Spread Crochet Book 10c**
Beautiful bedspreads easily and cheaply made by anyone with this book as a guide. Many new and attractive designs and simple directions. Price 10c and 25c for postage, 50c in all.
**RICHARDSON SILK CO.**
Makers of Richardson's Spool and Embroidery Silks, R. M. C. Cotton, etc., Dept. 782, 305 W. Adams St., Chicago.

**Get This New Book**
"New Ideas in Hard Yarn" and make Christmas gifts that are "Different." Contains 32 pages of attractive designs (some combined with crochet) for yokes, collars, scarfs, neckwear, headbands, collars, scarves, baby caps, slippers, etc. Contains instructions for all round mesh and flat stitch, bedspreads, dresser scarfs, etc. Work easy and fascinating. At your dealer's or send postpaid for 50c and 10c each.
**SHELLE & GRIESEL BOX 5419 IOWA CITY, IOWA**

**MALTESE CROCHET**
Latest craze revival Maltese or Hairpin Crochet. My Maltese patterns are made especially for this work. Sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, or 13 inches, with full instructions—each 25 cents or all five post paid for 75 cents. Don't overlook this opportunity—send at once.
**WILLIAM CLARK**
840 Silk Exchange, St. Louis, Mo.

**DAFFY CROCHETED BOUDOIR NEG LIGEES**
BOOK NO. 8 BY ADRIINE CORDY
A new crochet book that shows just those things of most interest to a woman. Caps, Slippers, Yokes, Infants' Caps, Yokes, Bootees and Tatting Designs. Large illustrations with complete instructions. Postpaid, 12c
**ADRIINE CORDY, 214 N. 10th St., St. Louis, Mo.**

**Beads**
for Portieres, (Returnable Samples 10 cents). Embroidery, (Sample Card, 135 Varieties, 5 cents) Necklaces, Coat Chains, Bags, Novelty Design sheets FREE.
**N. E. JOHNS, 144 Peru Bldg, Cincinnati, Ohio**

**Premiums**
We are giving $100.00 in Premiums for Crochet Patterns. Send 10 cents for our Crochet Book and full particulars.
**Address J. F. INGALLS, LYNN, MASS., BOX H.**

**Lovers of Needlework!**
Learn to design. Learn how to sell your work and earn big money. Our P. A. F. Patents will help you get a new business. Others have done it. Write today for booklet and full information.
**VON STUDIO, 6032-A, Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.**

**CROCHET THREAD HOLDER**
That really holds the thread. Pastens to arm of chair. Nickel steel. Just a life time, with embroidery cages only.
**D. A. MCKINNON CO., Manchester, Mass.**

**Perforated Stamping Patterns**
Just as approval. Everything in antique, old style and kind wanted. Postpaid
**F. V. BAKER, Designer, P. O. Box 59, Oswego, N. Y.**

**Home Needlework advertisers are reliable**
General Directions for Filet Crochet

FILET crochet consists of blocks (bl) 4 t and spaces (sp) t on t, 2 ch, t on t. When more than 1 bl appears, the number of t should be 3 times the number of bl, plus 1 t. The foundation ch should be 3 times the number of spaces plus 1, plus 5 to turn. For instance, if the first row consists of 10 sp, the foundation chain will be 3 times 10, plus 1, plus 5, or 36. Always ch 5 to turn at the end of a row when the next row begins with a sp, and ch 3 for the first t when the row begins with a bl. When a row is to be increased 1 sp at the beginning of the row, ch 8 and make 1 t in the first t; when increased at the end of the row, ch 2, 1 t in same place last t was made; if other spaces are added, ch 2, 1 t in middle of last 1 t. When increasing more than 1 sp at the beginning of a row, ch 3 times the number of sp to be increased plus 5 sts, t in ninth st from hook, (ch 2, skip 2 sts, t in next) the desired number of times. When a row is increased 1 bl at beginning, ch 6, t in 4th st from hook, t in next 2 sts; when increased a bl at end of row 1 t in base of t, (1 t in base of 1 t) twice.

Description of Stitches Used in Crochet

Chain (ch). Stitch (st). Stitches (sts). Picot (p). Slip stitch (sl st). Having loop on hook, insert hook in work, thread over and draw through both work and loop on hook. Double crochet (d). Having loop on hook, insert hook in work, thread over and draw through, over and draw through both loops on hook. Half treble (h t). Having loop on hook, thread over, insert hook in work, thread over and draw through, over and draw through three loops on hook. Treble crochet (t). Having loop on hook, thread over, insert hook in work, over and draw through, over and draw through two loops, over and draw through two remaining loops. Double treble (d t). Having loop on hook, thread over twice, insert hook in work, thread over and draw through, over and work off loops by twos. Long treble (1 t). Having loop on hook, thread over three times, insert hook in work, thread over and draw through, over and work off loops by twos.

Form the habit of reading the advertisements. It pays
GIVEN TO YOU WITHOUT EXPENSE

Any one of these useful pieces of furniture would cost you $5 or $10 at retail. We give you your choice with a $10 purchase of foods, soaps, toilet preparations and other household supplies (choice, quality, fresh, pure) direct from us, the manufacturer. There are over 1000 Premiums from which to choose—furniture of all kinds, carpets, rugs, stylish new dresses, coats and others.

NEW CATALOG FREE

Send for it today. Shows how you can furnish your home without any expense whatever. Just by buying the $10 purchase of supplies direct from us, instead of at the store.

TRY ANY ONE AT OUR EXPENSE

$60 A WEEK AND THIS FREE AUTOMOBILE

Every Agent Can
Make $60 a Week
and Get Free
Autos. You can make $60 a week and get Free Autos. I want hucksters, small-town men, to work with the machine and make our new products. Sell one at a time. We have no rival. Every agent has an auto. Send for the free catalog. It is worth its weight in steel.

AGENTS MAKE SALES EASILY

Two salesmen daily make $100.00 a week. Lapep, Ohio. "Worked two hours, took two orders, sold $100.00" Hayhurst, Neb., "Sold 10 tubs in 2 days—$50.00. Ordered 12 more tubs." Manship, Iowa, "Sold 10 tubs in one day—$50.00." Bell told, Neb., "Sold 10 tubs in three days—$50.00. Now can make $50 a week. Sent home as to bats, expect to make more." Hall, Butte, Mont., "Paid $50 for a car and bought $100 worth of supplies in a week."

CROCHET—EMBROIDERY—TATTING

$1000 WORTH OF NEW MODELS

All Shown in this BIG NEW BOOK

With Complete Instructions for Making—Only 10c

Nearly a hundred new designs, patterns, and designs, new to our stock. Instructions, charts, tacks,Velostitch, Petites, Machine and Handwork. Book beautifully printed, thoroughly illustrated, and a joy to handle. The designs are such that they can be made for a practical purpose or for your own use. Send 10c postage to Collingbourne Mills Dept. 2937

YOU CAN BE A NURSE

Hospital training at home. General, medical, obstetrical, gynecological and surgical nursing. Instructions by physicians and graduates, 20 years' experience. Affiliated with the Central Hospital of Philadelphia. Send for free books to Miss Frasier, Superintendent, Philadelphia School for Nurses, 2333 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tatting Book 10c

This new book is full of new, original ideas in tatting easily made by anyone with the simple directions and large, clear illustrations. Price 10c and 2c for postage—15c total.

RICHARDSON SILK CO.

305 W. Adams St., Dept. 721, Chicago, Ill.

Encyclopedia of Needlework


Angel Food Cake

Eight inches square, five inches high, makes two cakes. Bring $2.00 per box—profit $1.00. My methods are original and different. Never fails. Particulars free.

Mrs. Grace Osborn, Box 45, Bay City, Mich.

“AUNT HUMILITY” Kitchen Holder, 15c.

SOMETHING NEW! Saves burned hands! Washes instantly! Lasts years!

MARY LEVERETT, 1324 East South Temple St., Salt Lake, Utah

Advertising offers money-saving opportunities
OUTFIT FOR RAG DOLL

(CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 38)

3rd round—Like the 2d, but if needful, increase a set at the join of the round. By this is meant, put the sts close enough together towards the end of round to get another set in. 4th and any succeeding round—Like the 2d. No increase unless needed.

When one leg is long enough, break off and run in end of wool. Make another leg just the same; then for body work round and round both legs in 1 ch between sts, till the work is well up to the arms.

ARMSHOLES.—Work about 3 or 4 holes, make 4 ch, miss about 3 holes, work to the middle of the bodice, then measure and make the other side to match.

Last row—3 ch, 1 d in next hole, and repeat from * all round. Draw in end. Make a ch, 3 times the length of the neck part, run in and add thin tassels. Make a tiny scallop round the lower edge of each leg, and fasten in the end. Put on the doll and tie at the neck.

DRESS.—Make a ch to go very easily round waist, and 5 extra ch. 1st row—1 t in 5th ch, * 1 ch, miss a st, 1 t in each of next 2 sts, and repeat from * all across.

Turn. 2d row—3 ch, 1 t in 2d st, * 1 ch, 1 t in each of next 2 t and repeat from * to end of row. Join the last st to the first, so that henceforth the skirt is in rounds, and now always work the sts into the two back loops of the t you are working over.

From now on work a t over each t, with 1 ch between sets, widening if really necessary by putting an extra set or two at the back, until the skirt is long enough; in the model were nine rounds beside the border (in the nine are included the first two rows).

BORDER.—One d in a st, * 3 ch, 2 t in next st; miss 2 ch, 1 d in the next; repeat from * on this order. Sometimes the d can be put 1 ch from the t; all that is needed is to get a good smooth effect. The border had better be full than tight.

WAIST.—Work a row in the t with ch between each set to match the t in the skirt; at the end of row turn, and henceforth work through the two top strands of each st. Work two rows, or more if needed, but the dress waist must come up to the underside of arms. Also it will probably be found better to increase a st at beginning and end of 2d row.

We guarantee honest treatment from our advertisers
SLEEVES OF WAIST.—Make 3 ch to begin and make a t in the 1st st, * 1 ch, 2 t over
the next 2 sts, and repeat from * once, or perhaps twice. Make 4 ch, miss 7 sts (3 ch
and 2 sets) and work across the front; take notice of the size of the arm and back and
make one side to exactly match the other.

NECK.—Work a row of 1 t to begin, * 1 ch, miss a st, 1 t in next st, and repeat from *
all across the top. Final row of neck—1 d in a hole, * 2 ch, 1 d in next hole, and repeat
from *.

SLEEVES.—Begin at the right hand of the underside of armhole, in white wool, if you
are using two woods, make d to the other side of the lower part of armhole. Now
work 12 t around the top of armhole. Make another round like this, then work 3 rounds
of t, or work till the sleeve is long enough, and if needed take in a little in the last row
or so. Now take the colored wool again and work a bordering row—1 t in a st, * 3 ch,
catch to the first of the ch, 1 t in the next st, now another t in next st, and repeat from *
end the round snugly. Work the other sleeve the same. Add strings and tassels
to neck and waist.

BONNET.—Make 3 ch and close in a round. Now 3 ch for 1st t and work a round in t,
increase as needful. Join the round at finish. 2d round—Work like the first, increase as
needful to make it round; an extra st in every 4th st will probably suit; close as before.
1st row—Turn and work as usual till about 7 sts are left. Turn. 2d row—3 ch, work a st in each st of the bonnet and in this
row, you will find it well, probably, to take 2 sts together about twice, so as to shape the
front. This should come sufficiently to the front, but if not do another row.

CAPE OF BONNET.—At the end of the last row make 4 ch, 1 easy d t under a st, 1 ch,
easy d t under the next st, and continue
all across the back to make the cape.

FRONT.—Three ch, 1 d in a st, * 3 ch, miss a st, d in the next, and repeat from *. Make
a second row like this first, inside it, towards the inside of the bonnet, putting the d under
the ch of the first row. Carry this second row all around the cape.

In the model there was a row of the chain picots in the second color round the front,
which was also carried round the cape. Quite long strings were added, which crossed at
front, and were carried round the bonnet cape, holding it snug, and tied at side.

SHOES.—The shoes were crocheted with the same needle, of black wool, but they may be
of any other preferred color. A tiny sole was crocheted, then a row half way round,
then the remainder of the sts were of 1 t, partly crocheted and gathered on the hook
as they were made, till a st or two was finished to make them into the semblance of a
shoe. They were finished by being sewed in proper shape on the doll’s feet, and bows
of ribbon to match were added.

\[43\]

\[\text{"You CAN have a Figure as Perfect as Mine if you really want it!”}\]

\[\text{says Annette Kellermann}\]

\[\text{I wish I could speak with you personally, it would be so much easier to convince you.}\]

\[\text{I could tell you all about my own experience; how, as a girl, I was puny and under-developed; how by devoting}\]

\[\text{myself to a study of my body I gradually perfected my figure, health and appearance to such an extent that I became}\]

\[\text{known the world over as the Perfect “woman.” Think of it!}\]

\[\text{I could show you how the very methods that did so much for ME, can perfect YOUR figure,}\]

\[\text{increase YOUR energy and improve YOUR health and general appearance; how they can do}\]

\[\text{all this without the use of drugs or apparatus, and in the privacy of your own}\]

\[\text{room, for only fifteen minutes each day. I’d give you proof conclusive, from the hundreds of cultured and refined women who}\]

\[\text{have followed my methods with such remarkable success.}\]

\[\text{Even if I can’t meet you personally, I can do the next best thing, for I know you want to}\]

\[\text{find out more about a system that can do}\]

\[\text{so much for you.}\]

\[\text{How you can find out}\]

\[\text{I have written a little book which I want you to read. It is called “The Body Beautiful” and is illustrated with}\]

\[\text{photographs of myself. This little book, which you may have for the asking, outlines my system and explains my methods frankly and clearly. It proves that there is a way to good health and a perfect figure.}\]

\[\text{Send a two-cent stamp now and “The Body Beautiful” will reach you by return mail.}\]

\[\text{You owe it to yourself at least to investigate.}\]

\[\text{ANNETTE KELLERMANN}\]

\[\text{Suite 806H 12 West 31st St., N. Y. C.}\]
ONE hardly realizes, until she has seen the completed garment, how much a touch of color adds to an otherwise all-white effect. The kimono gown also has a variety of work which gives it an added charm.

Fine nainsook is used and is of sufficient width to make the little short sleeves without piecing. Buttonhole the scallops in the usual way, then work a fine line of blue outlining on the inside edge. Use only one strand of stranded cotton for this. The leaves are padded and worked solid in white, as is also the flower centre.

The flower petals are made in eyelets using one strand of the blue cotton.

The line extending entirely around the upper part of the gown and forming a yoke effect is feather-stitched in blue, using three strands, or two may be used if one prefers a lighter line.

The lines enclosing the flower motifs are made of small French knots, also in color.

Work the eyelets for the draw-ribbon in white with one thread.

A Gown and Under-Bodice with a Touch of Color

Sheer blouses and gowns make necessary the daintiest possible lingerie. A pretty under-bodice is made of voile.

AN Under-Bodice of Voile

Design No. 1610-50. Sizes, 36 and 42. Design and outline for cutting, either size, stamped on mererized cotton voile, 80 cents, or given for two subscriptions, of which your own may be one, and 10 cents. Embroidery cotton, 21 cents extra. Perforated pattern, including outline for cutting, either size, 40 cents; no transfer pattern.
Stamping compound, with directions, 10 and 25 cents a box.
Blue Bird Fudge Apron Outfit 35¢

“Blue Bird for Joy”

A WONDERFUL success. The daintiness and sentiment of the beautiful Blue Bird design give to the Blue Bird apron a charm which endears it instantly to every one who sees it.

Now we offer it for only 35¢— a ¾ length, slip-over apron, stamped on the best quality Indian Head, ready to be embroidered.

Launders beautifully.

In addition we will include with each apron:

2 Skeins Richardson’s Pure Silk Floss
1 Sure Guide Embroidery Lesson
1 Premium Art Book

This advertising offer is made for a limited period to acquaint you with the high quality of Richardson’s Wash Embroidery Silk.

At this low price we cannot send more than one outfit to any one person.

Genuine Richardson Quality

Send for the complete outfit today. All for 35¢. Give your dealer’s name. We will refund your money if you’re not delighted.

RICHARDSON SILK CO. Dept. 9197, 305 West Adams Street, CHICAGO

Makers of Richardson’s Spool Silk and R. M. C. Cottons
ROYAL SOCIETY
Boil-Proof Cottons

for
Embroidery & Crochet
Dyes Guaranteed

MONOSELLE
Sizes 16 and 25
Short Skeins
12 Colors
Highly lustrous, soft threads unsurpassed for all tub articles.

SATIN FLOSS
Can Be Split
Short Skeins
12 Colors
A beautiful, satiny floss of six strands loosely twisted together.
In the full strand it is suitable for cross-stitch, darning etc. and may be divided for finer effects.

CORDICHET
“The Perfect Crochet Cotton”
Sizes 3, 10, 30, 50, 70
12 Colors
White and Ecru, all sizes 1 to 150. A Sea-Cord, highly mercerized hard twisted thread for Lace-making, Tatting, Macramé and Crochet.

Royal Society Products are sold by dealers everywhere.
Your dealer has in stock or can procure any Royal Society article

H. E. Verran Co., Inc.
Union Square West New York